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CLIO Offshore Named to Marine Technology Reporter’s Top 100 Companies List 

 
Tampa, FL – September 7, 2016 – CLIO Offshore, a service division of OMEX, recently received the 
designation of being a Top 100 company as named by Marine Technology Reporter. The MTR100 is 
a list of the most influential companies in the international marine technology marketplace. 
 
“We are pleased to be included in the MTR100 this year. CLIO Offshore has a wide-range of subsea 
services available for deployment on projects down to 6,000 meters,” said John Longley, Chief 
Operating Officer of CLIO Offshore.  “Along with the technologies we’ve honed over the past 20 
years with OMEX, we continue to develop and test new technologies that we will make available for 
the industry. Our cost effective solutions are backed by the experience of our marine operations 
team who have worked together on projects for over a decade.”  
 
CLIO's packages are designed for fast and efficient mobilization to accommodate any client’s 
needs and can encompass a suite of individual tools and services to supplement existing operations 
or complete project planning and delivery with assets, personnel and management to meet a 
specific objective successfully. With a track record in safety in this challenging industry, CLIO is 
committed to maintaining an incident-free, healthy work environment.  
 
Marine Technology Reporter is the world’s largest audited circulation magazine to cover the marine 
technology market. Each year the magazine evaluates and ranks marine technology companies 
worldwide to create the MTR 100 list. 
 
In the July/August 2016 issue, CLIO Offshore is among the companies featured as the leading 
companies serving today’s global marine technology industry. The issue is available for viewing 
online at: http://www.marinetechnologynews.com/magazine/issue/201607. 
 
About CLIO Offshore 
CLIO Offshore is a division of OMEX, the world-leader in deep-ocean exploration. Commercial 
companies can now contract the team, tools and technologies utilized by OMEX for survey, recovery 
and ROV project rated to depth of 6,000 meters. Our packages are designed for fast and efficient 
mobilization to accommodate any client’s needs and solutions may encompass a suite of individual 
tools and services to supplement existing operations or complete project delivery and management 
to meet a specific objective successfully.  
 
Our services are underpinned by these hallmarks:  

• Safety: Track record of safety and quality of performance  
• Fairness: Open, transparent pragmatic contracting, daily reporting and data presentation  
• Flexibility: Ability to smoothly navigate through complex operations  
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• Proven: Hundreds of successful operations conducted around the world with equipment 
rated to depths down to 6,000 meters  

 
For more information on CLIO Offshore, please visit: www.ClioOffshore.com 
 

### 
 

Note to Editors: 
Hi-Resolution Images can be downloaded at https://odysseymarine.box.com/v/cliooffshore 
 

   
The CLIO crew working on part of the 

actuated hydraulic tooling kit. 
The DPR, part of the ROV actuated 

hydraulic tooling kit. 
ZEUS, a trenching vehicle custom configured 

to preform precision survey work or ultra-
heavy work class ROV intervention tasks. 

   
CLIO – 6,000 meter inspection ROV. ARES – Deep Tow System Director of Marine Operations Andrew 

Craig (left) leads the CLIO crew. 
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